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0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall prove that the two Banach function spaces N, 
and 1M@, introduced by M. S. STEICERWALT and A. J. WHITE ([l], 1971), 
are mutually associate. In addition, we derive some properties of the 
Banach duals (conjugate spaces) of these spaces. First we briefly recall 
some results from the theory of normed K6the spaces. 
Let (L3, p, ,u) be a o-finite measure space, and denote by M the set of 
all complex-valued p-measurable functions on d . We identify the p-almost 
everywhere equal functions in M. If K is any subset of M, then K+ will 
denote the subset of K consisting of all real-valued non-negative functions 
in K. A real-valued function Q on M+ is now called a function norm if 
it satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) O<Q(U)GCC for all UE Mf, and e(u)=0 if and only if u -0 on d, 
(ii) I =ae(u) f or all u E M+ and all real and non-negative a, 
(iii) Q(~+v)GQ(u)+Q(v) for all u, w E M+, 
(iv) O<u<w on d implies e(u)<~(w). 
The function norm Q is easily extended to the whole of M by setting 
e(f)=e(]f]) for all f E M. It follows that the set I+,, defined by 
L,={f EM: e(f)--}, 
is now a normed vector space with respect to Q as a norm. This is due to 
the fact that e(f) <co implies IfI < 00 p-almost everywhere on d. The 
space L, is called a normed Kijthe space, and if L, is a Banach space, 
it is called a Banach function space. It is well-known (cf. [2] th. 65.1) 
that I,, is a Banach function space if Q has the Fatou property, i.e., if 
O<fn 1‘ f pointwise ,u-almost everywhere on d implies e(fn) f e(f). 
The first associate norm of a function norm e will be denoted by Q’ 
and is defined by 
e’(u) = sup { 1 uv c&u: 2, E A!+, @(?I)< l} 
for all u E M+. It follows that Q’ is a function norm on M+ having the 
Fatou property (cf. [Z], th. 68.1). Furthermore, we define the second 
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associate norm Q” of Q by 
e”(u) = sup ( J uv ap : v E M+, e’(v) < l> 
for all u E M+. It is obvious now that Q” is a function norm having the 
Fatou property, since Q” is the first associate norm of Q’. Moreover, we 
have Q”=Q if and only if Q has the Fatou property (cf. [2], th. 71.1). 
The Ki5the spaces determined by Q’ and Q” will be denoted by Li and 
Lz respectively. If now Q” =Q holds (i.e., L, =L,“), we shall say that L, 
and Li are mutually associate Banach function spaces. 
1. THE SPACES iV, AND iW, 
Let @ be a real-valued function with domain [0, co) having the following 
properties : 
(i) @D(O)=0 and G(x)>0 for all x>O, 
(ii) @ is non-decreasing and concave on [0, co), 
(iii) di is right continuous at zero. 
It follows from these properties that @ is a continuous function on the 
whole of [0, 00). We note that it is permitted that di is bounded, so 
lim Q’(2) =a< 00 as x -+ 00 can occur. 
Let now (A, r, ,u) and M be the same as above. For any f E M and 
any non-negative number y we set 
It follows that &(y) is non-increasing on [0, co), and it is obvious that 
(i) IfI Q lgl on A implies A&) g&(y) for all y> 0, 
(ii) O<fn f f pointwise p-almost everywhere on A implies jlf,(y) 1‘ A&) 
for all y>O. 
Setting now 
llfll ivm= 
for all f E A!, it can be proved that I/. I]NC(Pj is a norm (cf. [l], th. 2.1). 
Furthermore, it follows from what was observed above that IIf I]N(OJ is 
even a function norm having the Fatou property. If no confusion can 
arise, we shall from now on for brevity denote // . ]INCO) by j(. 11~. The Kijthe 
space determined by /Ia IIN will be denoted by N,. It follows that NG is 
a Banach function space. 
Setting now 
llfll 
1 
M'@)= sup - j IfI d,u: E~r,O<,u(E)<co @(,D(E))~ 
for all f E A!, then 11. llMt9), briefly denoted by 11. I/M, is also a norm (cf. [l], 
th. 3.1), and it is easily verified that 11. I[ M is even a function norm having 
10 Indagationes 
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the Patou property. The Banach function space determined by I/. l/M will 
be denoted by M,. 
In the sequel we shall use still two other formulas for the function 
norms 11.11~ and j/.jl 1~. These formulas are: 
llfllw= sup 1 1 x m ,s f”(W: x>O I 
for all f EM (cf. [l], th. 2.3 and th. 3.3; we recall that the measure space 
(A, I’, p) is assumed to be o-finite). In these formulas f* denotes the 
decreasing rearrangement of f, i.e., 
f*(t) = inf (y : A&) < t> 
for all t > 0, and @’ denotes the right derivative of @. 
2. THE SPACES N, AND MQ ARE MUTUALLY ASSOCIATE 
To prove the fact that the spaces N, and M, are mutually associate, 
the following lemma will be very useful. 
LEMMA 2.1: Let f be a measurable function on (0, x1) (where x1= 00 is 
allowed) such that j$ f(t)& 2 0 for all x E (0, xl), and let h be a non-negative 
non-increasing step function on (0, x1). Then J; f(t)h(t)dt> 0 holds for all 
x E (0, Xl). 
PROOF: Choose a fixed point x0 E (0, xi). We shall prove now the lemma 
by induction. 
(a) Suppose that h assumes only one positive value, so there exists a 
number al E (0, xc] such that h(t) =ci> 0 on (0, ai) and h(t) = 0 on (ai, x0]. 
Hence, 
rh(t)f(t)dt=q jl f(t)dt>O. 
0 0 
(b) Suppose now that the statement is proved for every step function 
that assumes (n - 1) positive values, and suppose that h assumes n positive 
values, so there are numbers O=ao<ai < . . . <an <xc such that 
h(t) =cg on (at-i, at) (i = 1, 2, . . . . n) and h(t) = 0 on (a,, 501, 
with ci>cz>... >cn > 0. Defining now 
h(t) =1&(t) on (0, a,-& h(t) =G-I on (an-l, an), h(t) = 0 on (a,, x01 
and 
hz(t)=h(t) on (0, a,-l), h&)=0 on (a,+ XO], 
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it follows that hl and h2 are non-increasing step functions on (0, x0] which 
assume only (n- 1) positive values. Hence, according to the induction 
assumption, we have 
7 h,(t)/(t)&> 0 and “j;‘hz(t)/(t)dt> 0. 
0 0 
Returning to the function h, we have 
7 h(t)/(t)&= ‘-fl hi(t)/(t)&+ 7 cnf(t)dt (i= 1, 2). 
0 0 an-1 
Now two cases can occur: 
(i) Assume that @-, f(t)&> 0. Then it is obvious that @I h(t)/(t)&> 0. 
(ii) Assume that SE;-, f(t)&< 0. Then, using the fact that 0 <cn <c+l 
we obtain 
3 h(t)/(t)&= ‘il hl(t)f(t)dt+c, s”” f(t)dt> 
0 0 an-1 
an-1 
> J h$)f(t)dt+c,-1 r f(t)&= j%(t)f(+W3. 
0 e-1 0 
Thus, the lemma is proved. 
We shall now state and prove the main theorem of this paper. 
THEOREM 2.2: The spaces N, and M, are mutually associate. 
PROOF: Let /I. 11; d enote the first associate norm of /I. ll~, so for all 
f E H we have 
llfllk= sup ( J If91 c&u: IlSllN~ 11. 
Furthermore, let I/. ]I& denote the first associate norm of j/a 11~. We shall 
prove now the theorem in three parts: 
(a) Let Ea E r be such that O<,u(&) < 00, and define 
Hence 
1 
go = @(p(Eo)) Do, 
&0(Y) = 0 if y> l/W@o)); h,(y) =p(E0) if 0~ yc l/@(,~(&)), 
so 
This implies that 
Il90llN=- 7 @(&o(Y))dY = 1. 
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holds for all f E M and for all EC, E I’ such that 0 <&!Co) -C 00. Thus we find 
llfllf > SUP 
1 
- s IfI $1 O<Pu(E)<~ 
@b@)) E 
=Ilhf 
for all f e M. 
(b) Let g E M be given such that llgljncr< 1, i.e., 
sup 
( 
&/g*(t)dt:z>O 
1 
< 1. 
Then we have g g*(t)&<@(x)= & Q’(t)& for all x>O. Furthermore, for 
any f E M holds 
cl(A) 
j lfgl dP Q ,s f “(~)g*(W Q oT f“(~)g*(W 
(cf. [l] p. 139, 1.12). Let now f be a step function on A. Then f*(t) is a 
positive and non-increasing step function on (0, co), so it follows from 
s” {G’(t)-g*(t)}dt>O 
0 
for all x> 0 that 
i f*(t){@‘(t) -g*(q}dt > 0 
for all x>O (according to lemma 2.1). Hence, we obtain 
,jp f *wows G oT @‘(t)f*(w= IlfllN 
for any step function f, and so we find jA lfgl dp~jlfll~. This holds for 
all g EM with IlgllM< 1. Hence, we obtain 
IlflL= sup t j IfsI G: !lgllM44fllN 
for any step function f E M. If now f E M+ is an arbitrary function, then 
there exists a sequence of step functions {fn : n= 1, 2, . . .} such that fn t f 
on A. Hence, since 1/& and ll.IIN are function norms having the Fatou 
property, it follows that 
llflL= lim llfnllk lim Ilfnlh= Ilflh- 
Finally, it follows from jI IfI l/&=ljf& and j/ IfI I[~=/jfl/~ that 
holds for all f E M. 
(c) Using now the fact that 11. jl N as well as II.IIM has the Fatou property, 
it follows that 
Ilfb= ilflh I% 
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for all f E 2M by part (a) (note that if ~1 and ~2 are function norms such 
that @l(f) <e2(f) h ld f o s or all f E Jl4, then e;(f)>&(f) for all f E M). Com- 
bining this result with part (b) we obtain ]]f/l~ = I\/& for all f E M. Moreover, 
llflli?J = 111112 = ItfIlM. 
Thus the proof is complete. 
3. ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY OF THE NORMS /l.jl~ AND lj-l]~, AND SOME 
REMARKS CONCERNING THE BANACH DUALS OF N, AND M, 
First we consider the general case. Let L, be a normed Kiithe space 
and Li its first associate space. Furthermore, let L*, be the Banach dual 
(conjugate space) of L,. Then Li can be considered as a linear subspace 
of L,* as follows. Given g E Li, then G, defined by G(f) = Jd fg C&U for all 
f EL,, is in L,* and e*(G)=e’(g), where Q* denotes the norm in L,* (cf. [2], 
th. 69.3). To indicate a necessary and sufficient condition so that Li = L,* 
holds, we present the following definition. A function f E L, is said to be 
of absolutely continuous norm if If I > fl> fz . . . 4 0 pointwise on d implies 
e(fn) \1 0. We shall denote by Lt the set of all functions in LQ having an 
absolutely continuous norm. Then L; is a norm closed order ideal in L, 
(cf. [2], th. 72.3) and we have f EL,” if and only if e(fxdJ $ 0 for every 
sequence of measurable sets {d n: n= 1, 2, . ..> satisfying d, 4 B (cf. [2], 
th. 72.1). It follows now that Li = Lz if and only if L;= L, (cf. [2], th. 72.5). 
In the present section we shall investigate under which conditions we 
have N$ = NQ and M$ =M,. 
Before considering the space N, we define for any f E M the support 
of f, denoted by supp (f), by supp (f) = (X E il : f(x) # 0). 
LEMMA 3.1: Any function f E N, satisfying ,u(supp (f))ccc is in N$. 
PROOF: Let {&: n=l, 2, . ..} be a sequence of measurable sets such 
that d, \1 @, and write E = supp (f) for brevity (where f E No satisfies 
the condition stated in the lemma). It is obvious that ,u(E n A,) <p(E) < 00 
for all n. Hence, it follows that ,u(E n d,) 4 0. Defining now fn= fxdn 
for all n, we have fn= fxdnnE, so if y is any non-negative number then 
MY)=& E A : IfnWl >Yk&uPP (fn)l=l@ n Ad 
holds for all n. This implies &(y) 4 0 for all y> 0. It follows now that 
llfnilN 4 0 by using the dominated convergence theorem, which is the 
desired result. 
Note that it follows from the lemma that ,&l) <oo implies N%= N,, 
since we have then ,u(supp (f))<p(d) < 00 for any f E N@. 
The next theorem yields complete information about the absolute 
continuity of the norm I/. 11~. 
THEOREM 3.2: We have N$,# N, if and only if p(A) = CO and lim,, 
@(x)=a<co. 
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PROOF: As observed above, the condition p(A)=00 is necessary. We 
shall prove now the theorem in two parts. 
(a) Assume that ,u(d)= CO and lim @P(X) =a; < co as x + co. We shall 
prove that the function f, defined by f(x) = 1 for all x E A, is in N, but 
not in N& Note first that 
Hence 
3Lf(y)=oo for O<y<l; If(y)=0 for y>l. 
so f E N,. Let now {A,: n= 1, 2, . . .} be a sequence of measurable subsets 
of A such that A, f A and p(An)<cc for all n. Then A -An $8 and 
,u(A -A,) =co for all n. Hence, writing fn.= fxd-dlz, we have 
MY) = MY) 
for all y> 0 and for all n, so ljfnli~= a, exactly as above. This implies 
f 4%. 
(b) Assume that CD is unbounded, so lim Q(x) = co as x + co, and let 
f E N,+ and E > 0 be given. Furthermore, let {An : n = 1, 2, . . . > be a sequence 
of measurable sets such that A, t A and p(A,) < 00 for all n. Setting now 
fn= fXA% we have fn E N$, for all n, since ,~(supp (fn))<p(An)<m. In 
view of 
there exist positive numbers 6s and MO (&<Mo) such that 
It follows now from 0 G f - fn < f that &(y) G&(Y) for all y > 0 and for 
all 72, so 
Since ?+fn(y) is decreasing in y and Q(x) is increasing in x, we obtain 
Ilf - fnllN < (No - 80). max {@(&f,(y)) : y E [do, MO]) + && = 
= (MO - 60). @(af-h(so)) + g,, 
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and this holds for all n. We shall now use the fact that @ is unbounded. 
This implies that if g E N, is given, then &(B) <CO for all 6 > 0. Indeed, 
if there exists a positive number 61 such that A,(&) =oo, then 
which contradicts g E N,. Hence, we have &fm(&) < 00. Furthermore, 
f -fn J, 0 on A, so jLf-fn(&) & 0. This implies that @(&(80)) 4 0, and so 
we obtain jlf-f&v 4 0. S ince Ng is norm closed, we therefore have f E N”,. 
Now, using the fact that N$ is an order ideal, it follows that N$ =N, 
in the present case. 
Combining now parts (a) and (b) with the fact that p(A) =oo is a 
necessary condition, the proof is complete. 
We shall now investigate the space .I&?,. To that purpose let MS be 
the order ideal consisting of all f E MQ having an absolutely continuous 
norm. The next theorem shows that under reasonable conditions M”, is 
properly included in M,. 
THEOREM 3.3: If the measure space (A, T, ,D) contains an atomless 
measurable subset Al of positive measure, then MS+ M,. 
PROOF: Without loss of generality we may assume that ED > 1. We 
shall indicate now a function f E i!, such that f $ Mg. For this purpose, 
let (A,: n= 1, 2, . . . } be a sequence of disjoint measurable subsets of Al 
such that ,~(&)=2-n for all n,and let f(x)=@‘(2+) for x E& (n= 1,2, . ..). 
f(x) =0 elsewhere, where @’ denotes the left derivative of di. Note that 
we have then 
G’(x) < f*(x) <@‘(4x) 
for 0~x61 and f*(x)=0 for x>l. Hence, 
llfjllw= sup{& [f*(t)&: x>O) < sup (&) r CD’(t)&: O<X<l) = 
= sup 
( 
2@(&x) 
------:O<x<l <2, 
w4 I 
so f E M,. Defining now A,= U,“=, A, for all n, we have A, 4 13. Con- 
sidering lIfXdnllM, we obtain 
l 
1 x 
1 
1 2-n 
Ilfx&llM= sup di(x) I f”(W: O<x<2-fi > @pm) $ fVW-, 
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for all n, so l/f~~,Jllr(r 4 0 does not hold. This implies f 4 A!“,, so M% is 
properly included in M,. 
Combining now all results of this paper with the general theory of 
KGthe spaces, we obtain the following theorem concerning the conjugate 
spaces Ng and Mg of N, and MO respectively. 
THEOREM 3.4 : 
(i) Nz= MO if and only if ,u(d) < CO or CD is unbounded. Equivalently, 
M, is properly included in Nz if and only if ,u(A) = 00 and @ is bounded. 
W If (A, C P) contains an atomless subset of positive measure, then N, 
is properly included in M& 
REMARK. By Nz= M, is meant that any g E M, defines a linear 
functional G E NZJ by G(f) = Jd fg d,u for all f E NPI such that /~GIIN= /lgl\M. 
Conversely, given G E N& there exists a function g E M,, such that 
G(f)= Jd fg d,u holds for any f EN@,, and lIGll~= IlgllM. The functional 
GE Ng and the function g EM, determine each other uniquely. 
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